
Reliable and effective, Bosch’s REG-Sentry, a 24/7 
vehicle license plate capture and recognition system, 
can help identify motorists who drive-off from petrol 
stations without paying. Once uploaded to the REG-
Sentry database, offending vehicles and their drivers 
can be prevented from obtaining fuel or services from 
all other stations connected by the REG-Sentry solution. 

REG-Sentry benefits
	Time saving, automatic system updates all connected 

petrol stations from central database
	Complete, standalone solution 
	Easy installation and operation 
	Operates with other CCTV applications, e.g. shop 

lifting security

REG-Sentry vehicle licence plate capture and recognition 
Application Note: Putting petrol station drive-offs on the blacklist



At a petrol station near you
Imagine the scenario, a motorist is refuelling at a local 
petrol station but when finished they drive-off without 
paying. Whether deliberate or simply forgetful there 
needs to be a means of informing the driver that they 
have committed an offence, and of preventing them 
from doing it again.
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Take action against drive-offs
A complete, standalone solution that is simple to install 
and set-up, REG-Sentry allows petrol station staff to 
take immediate action against drive-offs. 

First, the offender’s licence plate number is identified 
from the station’s surveillance images. These images can 
be captured using a dedicated REG-Sentry licence plate 
capture camera - specified as part of the overall solution 
- or from any existing high quality security camera which 
meets the specifications of the REG-Sentry system. 
The compact REG-Sentry controller, which processes 
the information, is installed separately from the 
surveillance cameras to ensure it remains tamper and 
vandal-proof. The vehicle’s licence plate details are then 
entered into the REG-Sentry database; this can be done 
easily via a connected laptop or with a quick email or 
phone call to the person managing the database.

Once in the 
database, 
offending vehicles 
and their drivers 
are excluded from 
services at all 
other connected 
stations
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REG-Sentry Manager
Once details of an offending vehicle are contained in the 
database, REG-Sentry Manager saves staff time and 
effort by instantly distributing the information to all 
other connected petrol stations. At these stations the 
REG-Sentry controller - which contains dedicated 
electronics, frame grabber, processing engine and full 
licence plate recognition library - will automatically 
check for the reappearance of the licence plate.

And because REG-Sentry Manager shares its database 
with all linked petrol stations, it uses information from 
compatible cameras at all the participating stations. 
These stations can belong to one company or be 
nationwide, as long as the petrol stations are connected 
to the system and have their own REG-Sentry controllers, 
drive-off offenders can be identified anywhere.

Simple to install 
and set-up REG-
Sentry allows 
petrol station 
staff to take 
action against 
drive-offs

1 ATM/POS Bridge

2 REG-Sentry control box

3 Surveillance camera

4 Bosch VMS operator station

Action stations
When the REG-Sentry system flags the licence plate 
of an offending vehicle, it alerts the station attendant 
who can choose what action to take, be it preventing 
activation of the fuel pump the motorist is trying to use 
or contacting the police. Motorist will find they are only 
able to have licence plate removed from the database 
by contacting the systems owner directly.

Tip: a PTZ camera, such as Bosch AutoDome, 
can be attached to a single REG-Sentry box to 
monitor multiple points of the petrol station.
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